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Hi, I'm Jina Chan.
I'm a UX writer with experience in 
technical writing and content 
strategy.

Before UX writing, I got a master's 
degree in environmental 
horticulture (say that three times 
fast!). My thesis was on growing 
native hazelnut seeds.



About RealSelf 
(website and iOS app)
RealSelf is the leading and most trusted 
source for people considering an elective 
cosmetic treatment.

Today there are more cosmetic treatment 
options than ever before—from Botox to 
laser hair removal, microneedling to 
CoolSculpting.

That’s why RealSelf provides unbiased 
information about cosmetic procedures and 
the doctors and clinicians who perform 
them.



Mobile app 
onboarding

Issue: User research showed users 
were confused by the onboarding 
process in the mobile app.

Goal: Add screens to an existing 
flow to clarify the experience.



The first new screen started as 
part of a single flow, but we soon 
realized we needed two paths: 
the "discovery" path and the 
"search" path.

New intro screen



This early version was a bit 
abrupt: we asked two questions 
and then told the user "we're 
building your feed", without 
making it clear what treatments 
we were suggesting.

Choosing 
treatments



We added a step to 
clarify which specific 
treatments are being 
selected and gave 
people the chance to 
deselect any that 
they're not interested in 
following.

Choosing 
treatments



This animation was a fun 
opportunity to collaborate with 
the visual design team.

Also, we couldn't say "news 
feed" because the feed often 
displays information that's not 
recent, so we discussed a few 
options and ended up using 
"home feed."

Interstitial message



Link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1C-NB4D2cT5aI0Hbpx5hDD2mRJDeD6EG7 (19 MB) 

End-to-end flow

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1C-NB4D2cT5aI0Hbpx5hDD2mRJDeD6EG7


Review creation 
flow

Issue: Users want to filter reviews 
by personal details of the review 
writers, to find the ones most 
relevant to them. And RealSelf 
wants to provide insights about 
specific treatments.

Goal: Ask for detailed info in a 
conversational way, so it feels less 
like filling out a government form 
and more like leaving Airbnb 
feedback.



The introduction establishes the 
value of reviews and starts the 
user on their journey.

Because RealSelf reviews are 
more like journal entries than a 
typical product review, we 
wanted to let people know that 
they can start their review at any 
point. Many people begin their 
review when just starting to think 
about getting a procedure.

New intro screen



Treatment-specific 
questions
For selected treatments, we added 
treatment-specific questions. These 
questions were identified by the 
Community Engagement and 
Moderation team, and I worked 
closely with the UX designer to 
create a conversational experience.

We used explainer text for most 
questions to tell people why we 
were asking, and we try to use 
words a friend would use.





Clarify when 
needed
UX research told us that people 
were confused about some of the 
questions, so we rephrased 
questions where needed. In this 
case, I recommended adding a 
picture of each type of implant, 
along with a "Don't know" option.



Provider 
programs

Industry partners offer sponsorships 
to healthcare providers on RealSelf. 
The UX includes both a provider 
dashboard on the website and 
emails throughout the program.



Intro email
This is the first email that 
providers receive about the call 
center service. They also get 
email in response to events 
during the program.



Dashboard
The provider dashboard, which 
they see when they log in to 
RealSelf, reflects their enrollment 
status in this program.



Summarize value
The program ending is an 
opportunity to clearly state its 
benefit to the provider, and ask 
for feedback.

We also use the preferred 
language of our provider 
audience: some feedback has 
indicated our MDs prefer to be 
called "doctors," so we said 
"doctors and healthcare 
providers" here.



Additional UX 
writing In addition to larger projects, I also 

work with designers on smaller 
pieces of the UX.



Mobile app navigation



Tips for anonymity
Original user flow: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1C57z6CZ2M_dK054nRYxUMCW2SF0_f2nE (670 KB)

My comments in Wake:

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1C57z6CZ2M_dK054nRYxUMCW2SF0_f2nE


I was asked to suggest CTAs 
that would encourage people to 
join RealSelf when they browse a 
gallery of before-and-after 
pictures for a treatment like 
Botox.

I provided 7 options, a few of 
which are shown on the next 
slide.

Sign-up CTAs



After 3 photos After 10 photos
Join RealSelf
With a RealSelf account,
you can save photos, comment
in the forums, and ask 
doctors questions.

Like what you see?
Sign up for RealSelf and you
can save photos, videos,
and more for later viewing.

[Thank-you screen says:
When you’re browsing RealSelf, just click the   
Save icon to save an item to your Notebooks.]

Questions about {{TREATMENT}}?
Join RealSelf and post a
question for a doctor 
to answer. Over 20k
board-certified doctors are
on RealSelf.

[Thank-you screen has a button that says “Ask a 
doctor” and links to 
https://www.realself.com/ask-a-doctor]



How I work Flexible collaboration



I draw on the following information whenever possible:

● UX researcher reports
● Recordings or live sessions of user testing
● Survey results from market research
● Google Analytics
● Heat maps
● Additional sources (always ask PMs what they have)

Research-driven   📊 💜



Working with designers, I'm flexible. Sometimes we collaborate in Slack...



Sometimes I make suggestions in the JIRA ticket or on a Zeplin mockup...



And sometimes we get to collaborate in person.



Thank you!
Jina Chan
UX Writer


